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1  0:00:00 Stephanie Eric wanted five 

2   Gerardo Erin? 

3   Stephanie Eric. Eric wanted five dishes,  it looks like…what is it? 

4   Gerardo Yeah, dishes. 

5   Stephanie  Dishes… Eric wanted three more dishes than um… 

6   Gerardo Cricket? 

7   Stephanie  No it can’t be cricket, um lets see. 

8   Alice Can you tell me what that word is right here? 

9   Stephanie Wash 

10   Alice  Yeah, can you read it again?  

11   Stephanie Eric washed five dishes. Eric washed 3 more dishes than..  

12   Alice Catherine 

13   Stephanie Did Catherine. How many dishes did Catherine wash? 

14  0:01:04 Alice Can we read it one more time? I’m still not sure. Can you 
read the problem one more time?  

15   Stephanie Eric washed five dishes. Eric washed three more dishes than 
Catherine. How mare, how many dishes did Catherine wash?  

16   Gerardo Wait she washed, then he did three more than her, so she 
should have, and he had five so…and he… so she had five 
because… 

17   Stephanie Oh yeah!  

18   Gerardo She did three more than him 

19   Stephanie Wait, we should ask these guys too. What do you think? Do 
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you agree with him? Do you agree with him?  

20   Aaron Yeah 

21   Gerardo Yeah, it’s got to be 

22   Alice Could you use some of those things and show me? (unifix 
cubes, or stones) 

23   Gerardo I will. 

24  0:02:02 Stephanie Okay Gerardo because you were the really one who said 
five..  

25   Gerardo Because she said she washed three more than, five more 
dishes than... three more dishes than her so it would be five 
because she did three…he did three more dishes than her. 
And she would’ve had five with him and she must’ve did 
three more than her. He would’ve had five, they both 
would’ve had five, and then he washed three more... and um, 
what’s that girls name again.. 

26   Stephanie Catherine 

27   Alice Catherine 

28   Gerardo Catherine washed five probably, and he did three more than 
Catherine 

29  0:03:05 Stephanie Okay Gerardo listen, these two boys are going to have to try 
to figure out this one, because you and me already figured 
out one. Alright? Okay, so I’m going to read you the 
question, and we are going to all try to figure it out but 
you’re the two that are going to tell us which answer is right, 
because me and Gerardo already answered a question Aaron, 
you didn’t answer a question Aaron and you Sean you didn’t 
answer a question.  
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30   Sean I answered one.. 

31   Stephanie No you didn’t answer a question. Did he? Wait 

32  0:03:40 Sean I just agreed with him 

33   Stephanie Wait, the.. the.. kitchen.. kangaroo jumped six times. If the 
rabbit jumped four more times, it will have jumped as many 
times as the kangaroo. How many times has the rabbit.. 

34   John jumped 

35  0:04:08 Stephanie No not jumped, that doesn’t say jumped…um...rabbit 

36   Aaron jumped 

37   Stephanie but I think that word,it cant be jumped, wait are you sure? 

38   Gerardo Its gotta be let me tell you why. Ten because he said two 
equals six.. so it would be six  

39   John yeah 

40   Gerardo Wait read it over again. Read it over again 

41   Stephanie No I think we should read this word (jump) 

42  0:04:39 Gerardo If the rabbit jumps four times, t will have jumped as many 
times as the kangaroo jumped.  

43   Gerardo So it will be six because kangaroo jumped six times 

44   Stephanie Hey not so fast buddy! Lets try together here…You cant just 
look at a problem and say six, six six! 

45   Gerardo Its gotta be 

46  0:05:23 Stephanie Gerardo remember! You can’t just jump to conclusions! 
Like say “I know this!”  
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47   Sean [unintelligible] 

48   Stephanie Wait lets just put these together. Five, okay one, two, three, 
four, five. Five. No six, jumps six (making Unifix cube 
towers) 

49   Sean How much is six? 

50  0:05:55 Gerardo Six and two 

51   Stephanie Put a two here 

52   Sean It has to be two 

53  0:06:00 Stephanie See because its left with one, two.. (counting unifix cubes) 

54   Gerardo Two 

55   Stephanie We did it, we’re back to the beginning. 

 
 
 


